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INTRODUCTION
Recently we showed that the sign of thc amplitude de:pendent tunc shill produced by lalli ce nonlineatities played an important roll with the wake force in the damping 01' the horil'.ontal coherent motions Ill. The Lanciall clamping is suppressed for the positive amplitude depelllicnt lUlle shift due to head�lai1 clTccts al higher beam current, while it is amplified for the: negative lune shift, The phenomen()n is well understood through both of two particl e model and mulli-particle tracking simulation compared with thc experimental resull� \2\.
Next we will lry to understand the damping I1le:chanislll or thc vertic,ll coherent motion. In this conl'crence we will demonstrate the experimental results un the clamping of the vertical coherent motions wilh various ehromaticities, oetupolc magnetic currents, heam currents, and betatron tunes.
EXPERIMENTAL CONDITiONS
The experiment was performed in the single bunch o peration mode at the: PF-ring, which is a 2. 
where y indicates the vertical amplitude. ThC'. sign or the tunc shift can be changed by the polarity or the ()ctupo\c magnetic currents. Though the magnets can be e xcited indepcndently, the same currents were set during these meaC:LJrcmcnts. 
l'ignre I: The dependence oi" the octupolc magnetic currellts in the damping behavior or the vertical coherent Illotion;; is ShllWIl� Data were til ken at it beam current of 5 mA and the vertical chromaticity, betatron tUIlC aud other para1lleter� arc fixed.
The damping behavior oj' the vertical coherent motion was rapidly changed when the magnetic currents became a negative value, which is corresponding to the negative sign of the am p litude dependent lune shill. When the magnetic currents at'e positive value, the coherellt IllotiollS damp expom:ntially. This p henoll1enon is the head-tail damping. On the D(her hand, the coherent motions damp very rapidly within 100 turn when the magnetic currents arc negative. This is interpreted as Landau damping (nonlinear smear). So it is seemed that the Landau damping or the vertical coherent motion is �lIp[1ressed I'or the positive polarity or the oClupole magnetic currents in beam cun-ents of 3� 10 mAo This is the same situation as the horizontal coherent motions 121.
Dependence of the ve rtica I chromaticities
Next, we measured the dependence or the vertical 5 n.EFl�RENCRS
